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Retailer activity geared towards optimization than expansion

With an evident loss of business for retailers in the city during the lockdown since end of March and a subsequent slow rate of revival post Unlock 1.0, 

retailers/brands are primarily focusing on cost optimization and business revival strategies through consolidation of their business activities, a trend 

which is likely to continue in the coming quarters as well. Shutting sub-optimal stores, reducing space footprint and cutting costs by exploring alternate 

channels of sales were some retailer strategies that were on view. Furthermore, with both developers and retailers trying to cope with the changing 

business norms considering the evolving scenario of the pandemic, many of the stores are yet to resume their business and hence there was no 

perceptible change in vacancy levels in the quarter. Also, despite ongoing negotiation discussions between the developers and retailers, there has not 

been any indications of noticeable tenant exits particularly in the well performing malls and we anticipate the city level mall vacancy to remain range 

bound with these good and superior malls witnessing a churn rather than exits. Mall completions are also likely to get pushed ahead by at least 2-3 

quarters based on expectations of return to normal operations and revised business projections with no additional retail space (apart from 0.25 msf

completion in Q1 2020) getting added to the city’s mall inventory during the remainder of 2020.

Higher footfall conversions amid sluggish sales momentum
Malls in the city have been recording around 30-40% of the pre-COVID footfalls since they resumed operations from 8th of June with night curfew, social 

distancing norms and government restrictions on re-opening of multiplexes, breweries and entertainment zones still being imposed. However, with most 

of the buyers venturing out for focused shopping needs, almost 100% footfall conversion is being recorded in the malls. Despite the sales momentum 

being low, retail stores particularly in the consumer electronics, hypermarkets and CDIT sector across malls and prominent main streets in the city are 

witnessing high volume sales. While restaurants are experiencing quite low footfalls, cloud kitchens and take away formats in F&B are seeing high 

traction. Bengaluru also managed to see lower rate of infections and hence the city opening was relatively smoother, though a higher recurrence or 

increase in cases could occur at a later date.

Rental waivers and discounts, a limited period phenomenon
Landlords and developers in the city have been quite flexible in offering rental waivers and concessions to retailers, thereby supporting them in resuming 

their operations during Unlock 1.0 and battling the uncertainty and business volatility. During the quarter, while main street landlords have been offering 

a 5-10% concession** on quoted rentals, a likely rental reduction of 10-15% in malls and 20-25% in main streets over the next 6-9 months could be a 

potential scenario. The degree of rental softening however shall differ based on bigger landlords/developers being strategic in varying concessions 

across retailer categories and prominence. Malls and high streets shall also see different degrees of rent softening. Despite CAM charges not being 

waived off completely, mall developers with higher retaining capacity are re-working rent agreements across anchor and vanilla retail formats in a 

mutually beneficial manner, as retailers push for pure revenue share with lower percentage of minimum guarantee,. Even with a downward pressure on 

rentals, such measures are likely to be re-calibrated to normal levels when business scenario improves for the better. 
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10.16% Mall Vacancy Rate (Q2 2020)^
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ECONOMIC INDICATORS Q2 2020

2021 

Forecast
20202019

GDP Growth

CPI Growth

Consumer 

Spending

Govt. Final 

Expenditure 

Growth

4.2% -3.0% 6.2%

3.4% 4.1% 4.2%

5.0% -0.5% 5.8%

13.2% 12.8% 11.5%
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11.38 msf Mall Inventory (Q2 2020)^^

0.7 msf Mall Supply deferred to 2021 

^same as in Q1 2020 

^^same as in Q1 2020 with no added supply
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PRIME RETAIL RENTS-MAIN STREETS INR SF/MTH EURO SF/YR US$ SF/YR
Q-O-Q 

CHANGE**
Y-O-Y 

CHANGE

MG Road 228 32 36 -5% -5%

Brigade Road 266 37 42 -5% -5%

Commercial Street 285 40 45 -5% -5%

Indiranagar 100 Feet Road 190 27 30 -5% -5%

Jayanagar 4th Block, 11th Main 315 44 50 -5% -5%

Sampige Road, Malleshwaram 110 16 18 -8% -8%

Koramangala 80 Feet Road 115 16 18 -5% -5%

Vittal Mallya Road 257 36 41 -5% -5%

New BEL Road 143 20 23 -8% -8%

Marathahalli Junction 144 20 23 -10% -10%

Kamanahalli Main Road 140 20 22 -10% -10%

HSR Layout 27th Main 130 18 20 -8% -8%

PRIME RETAIL RENTS – MALLS#

Koramangala 420 59 67 0% 0%

Magrath Road 375 53 60 0% 0%

Cunningham Road 90 13 14 0% 0%

Mysore Road 65 9 10 0% 0%

Vittal Mallya Road 410 58 65 0% 2.5%

Whitefield 125 18 20 0% 4.2%

Rajarajeshwari Nagar 80 11 13 0% 0%

Malleshwaram 280 39 44 0% 0%

Bannerghatta Road 195 27 31 0% 0%
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Negligible transaction activity recorded in Q2 with malls being closed since beginning of the 2nd quarter followed by a countrywide lockdown resulting in closure of activity in

main streets as well. However, post mid of June, discussions between landlords/developers and retailers have resumed though at a slower pace with sector specific demand

for retail space.

SIGNIFICANT PROJECTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION

SIGNIFICANT LEASING TRANSACTIONS Q2 2020

MARKET STATISTICS

Note: Asking rent (INR/sf/month) on carpet area of ground floor Vanilla stores is quoted

US$ = INR 75.6 AND € = INR 85.3
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Note:# The above mentioned mall rentals are as of Q1 2020 quoted during pre-COVID times. These do not indicate the actual rental scenario prevailing in the city’s retail

sector since negotiation discussions between developers/landlords and retailers continue to remain active, basis the day-to-day evolving conditions of the pandemic.

Further with the city being in lockdown during the second quarter of the year resulting in negligible transactions being recorded, the on ground rentals could not be

assessed. However, we will continue to monitor the retail rental scenario in the coming quarters with focus on the prevailing transaction momentum in the market.

PROPERTY LOCATION SF COMPLETION

Sobha Global Mall Rajaji Nagar 700,000 Q2 2021
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